Recycling Infrastructure Loss
Fusion: Sprague

Date: 9/2014
Presented by: Kevin Barrett
Event / Location: Hartford
New Face: Kevin Barrett

- Experience: > 20 years @ DEEP, WPED.
- Now: Supervising, WEED: Eastern District
  - Great Opportunity
  - Strong Leadership
  - Excellent Staff
    - Experience
    - Knowledge
• Recycling Infrastructure Loss
• Facility Closing after > 50 years
• Utilized over 130,000 tons of used boxes/year
Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection

- Fusion Paperboard: Sprague, CT
• Fusion recycled material into refined pulp, and produced food quality rolls of paperboard sheet
• August 2014 : Machines Shutdown
• Currently : Extensive Closure Activities
  – Paper Machine : Sold
  – Materials : Off-site
• No longer viable outlet for used Boxes
Questions:

Kevin Barrett, Supervising Analyst
BMMCA – WEED
(860) 424-3697
Kevin.Barrett@ct.gov